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Most magnetic materials possess serious sedimentation problem due to their large density when they are
adopted as magnetorheological (MR) materials. In this communication, we fabricated novel core–shell
structured polystyrene(PS)/Fe3O4 microbeads via a facile method. Porous morphology of the PS obtained
by etching silica particles and the loaded Fe3O4 was observed via both SEM and TEM images. XRD pattern
confirms crystalline structure of the synthesized iron species. VSM data indicate the change in saturation
magnetization before and after introducing organic PS core. Finally, MR performances of the PS/Fe3O4

based MR fluid were investigated via a rotational rheometer and sedimentation stability was found to be
improved with a decreased density of the synthesized microbeads.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Magnetorheological (MR) fluids which are colloidal suspensions
of soft ferro-/ferri-magnetic particles in nonmagnetic medium are
able to exhibit rapid state change between liquid-like and solid-like
state with an aid of external magnetic field [1–7]. During this
process, their rheological properties (yield stress, apparent
viscosity, storage modulus, etc.) are being rapidly altered. There-
fore, MR fluids, along with their electrically analogous electro-
rheological (ER) fluids [8–10] attract considerable attentions in
widespread application of designing damper, torque transducer or
polishing devices [11,12]. So far, the most popular MR materials are
carbonyl iron (CI) particles (CD grade, BASF Germany, average
particle size: 4.25 mm, density: 7.91 g/cm3) due to their high satu-
ration magnetization and proper particle size [13–15]. However,
the large density of CI particles which causes serious sedimentation
problem has limited their further engineering application. Thus,
plenty of efforts (introducing additives or polymer coating tech-
nology) have been paid on preventing CI particles’ contact and
decreasing CI particles’ density to improve the sedimentation
stability [16–21]. Compared with the complicated process of
modifying CI particles, another magnetic species, magnetite (Fe3O4)
particles with much lower density (4.32 g/cm3) but enough good
magnetic behavior comes to front [22,23]. In this work, aiming to
reduce the density mismatch between Fe3O4 and medium oil
: þ82 32 860 7486.
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(0.96 g/cm3) as well as the aggregation problem of nano-scaled
Fe3O4 particles, polystyrene (PS) microspheres wrapped by amor-
phous silica were initially synthesized via facile suspension poly-
merization, then etching process for the silica particles was
undergone in HF bath to form microporous PS particles, finally,
Fe3O4 particles were loaded on the surface of microporous PS
particles via a typical conventional oxidative reaction. The
morphology of product in each step was observed via SEM/TEM
view. In addition, whether genuine Fe3O4 rather than Fe2O3 or other
iron species were synthesized was confirmed via XRD pattern. MR
performances of the synthesized PS/Fe3O4 particle based MR fluid
were investigated as a function of magnetic field strength. Finally,
the sedimentation stability was also checked by testing the density
of PS/Fe3O4 particles.
2. Experimental part

First, micron-sized PS/silica particle was synthesized via
suspension polymerization in the presence of stabilizer (polyvinyl
alcohol/PVA). Commercial silica particles were dispersed in styrene
monomer by using ultrasonication. This prepared styrene/silica
mixture was added in PVA solution with vigorous stirring. In this
process, solid silica particles in the mixture moved out to the
monomer droplet and were presented in the interface of monomer
and aqueous solution due to hydrophilicity of the silica particles.
Then, the nonionic oil-soluble initiator, 2,20-azobisisobutyronitrile
(AIBN) was added into the reactor to initiate polymerization. The
reaction was maintained at 60 �C for 12 h.
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To obtain the core material of porous PS particles, silica depos-
ited on the surface of PS/silica particles was removed by etching in
10 M hydrofluoric acid bath. Then, the obtained microporous PS
particles were washed by di-water via a centrifuge to remove the
impurity, and then added in the aqueous SDS (sodium dode-
cylsulfate) solution to wait for the synthesis of Fe3O4. In order to
deposit Fe3O4 particles on the surface of microporous PS, FeCl2 and
FeCl3 aqueous solution (1:2 mol ratio) were added subsequently
[24–26]. After that, the mixture was heated to 80 �C and added with
5 M NaOH solution slowly. After 4 h, the product was washed with
excess distilled water and methanol, and then dried at 65 �C in
vacuum oven for 2 days. The chemical equation of forming
magnetite particles is:

Fe2þ þ 2Fe3þ þ 8OH�/Fe3O4 þ 4H2O

Pure Fe3O4 particles used in this work were also synthesized
following the same way only without using porous PS spheres.

Morphology of PS/silica, microporous PS and PS/Fe3O4 was
observed by both scanning electron microscope (SEM, S-4300,
Hitachi Japan) and transmission electron microscope (TEM, Philips
CM200). The sampling for TEM view was done by an initial
moulding of particles in epoxy, following nano-scaled cutting by
using an ultramicrotome (UMT) as well as a final dropping on
a copper grid. Furthermore, XRD spectra were obtained via a Rigaku
DMAX 2500 (Cu Ka, l¼ 1.54 Å) diffractometer to confirm the
successfully synthesized Fe3O4.
Fig. 1. SEM images of microporous PS particles before (a) and after (b) HF etching.
The MR fluid was prepared by dispersing PS/Fe3O4 particles in
silicone oil (kinematic viscosity: 50 cS, density: 0.96 g/ml) with
11 vol% via a sonicator for 1 h to obtain good dispersion. Then,
a rotational rheometer (Physica MC 300, Stuttgart) equipped with
a magnetic field generator was used to perform MR characteriza-
tion at room temperature. A parallel-plate measuring system with
a diameter of 20 mm was used at a gap of 1 mm. Finally, density of
synthesized magnetic PS/Fe3O4 particles was examined by using
pyconometer.
3. Results and discussion

Morphology of the PS particles before and after silica etching is
indicated in Fig. 1. Before being etched with HF as shown in Fig. 1(a),
spherical PS/silica particles with an average diameter of about
50 mm exhibit considerably rough surface due to the deposit of
silica particles. After etching in HF bath (Fig. 1(b)), silica particles
disappeared completely and left plenty of micropores randomly
spread over the surface of PS particles. Simultaneously, the surface
of PS particles changes to be much smoother than the surface
before etching.

On the other hand, Fig. 2(a) shows the morphology of PS
particles after loading Fe3O4 particles. The inset picture is
a magnified view for one PS/Fe3O4 particle. Compared with the
smooth surface of PS particles with a microporous structure, the
Fe3O4 loaded PS spheres exhibit very rough appearance, in which
all of micropores are chocked up with Fe3O4 particles, thus a thick
shell of Fe3O4 onto the core of PS microspheres can be assumed.
Although a perfect spherical profile of core–shell structured PS/
Fig. 2. SEM (a) and TEM (b) images of Fe3O4 coated microporous PS particles.
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Fe3O4 particles has been expected, some irregular coated composite
particles are still visible making the coating layer uneven and
nonuniform.

Furthermore, in order to observe the coating characteristics of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles, a cross-section view was observed via TEM by
cutting the mold of particles in epoxy into nano-scaled sheets. From
TEM image shown in Fig. 2(b), the grey part in the center represents
the organic PS core as marked by black arrow head, while the
outside black part is considered to be aggregation of inorganic
Fe3O4 nanoparticles as pointed with a white arrow head. Addi-
tionally, besides the region which was covered by Fe3O4 aggrega-
tion, some naked parts were also visible. Therefore, we can
conclude that the coating layer composed of Fe3O4 nanoparticles on
the surface of microporous PS spheres is not uniform.

Whether the expected Fe3O4 particles rather than other iron
species were synthesized was confirmed via XRD patterns. In order
to compare the crystalline structure to define the iron species, XRD
characterization of both commercial Fe3O4 particles purchased
(Aldrich Chemical Company (USA)) and pure Fe3O4 particles which
were fabricated in the same method with that of PS/Fe3O4 were also
undertaken. In Fig. 3(a), the spectra of synthesized Fe3O4 and Fe3O4

coated PS spheres indicate similar characteristic peaks with
commercial Fe3O4 particles at 2q (Brag angle) value of 30.1, 35.5,
43.2, 53.5, 57.1, 62.6�, which corresponds to the typical peaks of
Fig. 3. (a) XRD pattern of purchased Fe3O4 (1), synthesized Fe3O4 (2) and PS/Fe3O4

particles (3), and (b) VSM data for pure Fe3O4 (closed symbol) and PS/Fe3O4 particles
(open symbol).
Fe3O4 particles [27]. So, there is no doubt that Fe3O4 particles are
synthesized successfully. Comparing purchased Fe3O4 with
synthesized pure Fe3O4 particles, PS/Fe3O4 particles display a little
amorphous peak at lower 2q range (2q< 20�) as well as much
decreased peak intensity at higher 2q range (70�–80�). This is
attributed to the introduction of organic PS core. In addition, the
mean crystallite size of synthesized Fe3O4 nanoparticles can be
calculated via Scherrer equation as follows [28]:

D ¼ kl

bcos q
(1)

where l is the wave-length of the incident X-rays (Cu Ka,
l¼ 1.54 Å), k is a unit cell geometry dependent constant whose
value is typically between 0.85 and 0.99. D is the average diameter
of the crystals, q is the Bragg angle and b is the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peaks (in radian). Thereby, the
mean crystallite size of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was calculated to be
about 9 nm when k was assumed to be 0.89 related to the shape and
index (hkl) of the crystals [29–31]. This result reveals that the Fe3O4

covered on the surface of PS cores was aggregated nano-scaled
Fe3O4 nanoparticles with good crystal structure.

The magnetic hysteresis loops measured in a powder state for
synthesized pure Fe3O4 and PS/Fe3O4 particles are represented in
Fig. 3(b). The saturation magnetization for PS/Fe3O4 composite
particles is about 27 emu/g, which is much lower than that of pure
Fe3O4 (57 emu/g) due to the introduction of organic PS core. Thus,
MR suspension based on PS/Fe3O4 particles will possess weak MR
performances compared with that of pure Fe3O4 particles, because
the saturation magnetization is a very crucial factor for superior MR
effect. In addition, the intrinsic hysteresis behavior for Fe3O4

particles is well sustained in PS/Fe3O4 composite particles.
The MR characterization was performed via controlled shear

rate (CSR) mode for the pure Fe3O4 and PS/Fe3O4 particle based MR
fluid. The range of shear rate tested was from 0.01 to 200 s�1 via
a log–log scale. Note that shearing MR fluids with too high shear
rate may cause expelling the MR fluid between the disks. For each
shear rate sweep, the measuring point’s duration was set from an
initial 10 s to a final 1 s via log–log scale. The resulting flow
responses were examined as a function of magnetic field strength
ranging from 0 to 343 kA/m as indicated in Fig. 4(a). Both the two
systems represent similar Bingham behavior, in which a plateau
behavior is observed at relatively low shear rate range and a nearly
linear behavior at very high shear rate in a log–log plot [19,32,33].
As expected, the obtained shear stress has a strong dependence on
the applied field strength, which is similar with the phenomenon
observed for ER fluids [34]. This observation is attributed to the
formed robust columns due to the strong dipole–dipole interaction
among the adjacent magnetic particles. Based on shear stresses
observed, we find that introducing polymeric core inevitably brings
negative effect on the shear stress compared with pure Fe3O4

particles; however the typical MR behavior was reserved [18,35].
This result coincides with the VSM hysteresis loops regarding
saturation magnetization.

Finally, we checked the sedimentation stability. By using organic
microporous PS as a core, the density of PS/Fe3O4 particles is
reduced to be 1.90 g/cm3 which is nearly two-fifth of pristine Fe3O4

particles. Compared with pure Fe3O4 based MR fluid, the density
mismatch between PS/Fe3O4 particles and continuous oil (0.96 g/
cm3) was obviously reduced. Thus, the sedimentation stability may
be improved. Fig. 4(b) indicates the recorded sedimentation ratio as
a function of time. The inset graph is a magnified view for the initial
5 h. It is obvious that PS/Fe3O4 suspension exhibits high sedimen-
tation stability than that of pure Fe3O4 suspension in the same
testing time duration. Pure Fe3O4 suspension settles down rapidly



Fig. 4. Shear stress curves (a) and sedimentation ratio (b) of pure Fe3O4 (closed
symbol) and PS/Fe3O4 spheres (open symbol) based MR fluid.
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within the initial 2 h, while the PS/Fe3O4 suspension indicates
nearly stable dispersion. Thus, loading Fe3O4 nanoparticles on the
surface of porous PS spheres can improve the sedimentation
problem due to apparently reduced mismatch in density. Polymer
coating technology also gives the similar performance in reducing
sedimentation rate [19,33–36].

4. Conclusion

In this work, novel PS/Fe3O4 particles with microporous PS as
a core material and Fe3O4 as a shell material were prepared to
improve sedimentation stability for the MR fluid. Microporous
structure of the PS spheres along with the loaded Fe3O4 particles on
the surface was confirmed via SEM/TEM images. XRD pattern
verifies the accurate crystalline structure of synthesized Fe3O4

particles. VSM graph indicates that introducing hollow PS spheres
makes saturation magnetization decease from 57 emu/g for pure
Fe3O4 to 27 emu/g for PS/Fe3O4 composite particles. Although MR
characterization exhibits lower shear stress value compared with
pure Fe3O4 based MR fluid, the typical MR behavior was well
preserved. Further effort should be paid on fabricating PS/Fe3O4

composite particles with much smaller PS core and thicker Fe3O4

layer which is considered to be a crucial role in presenting superior
MR properties. At last, sedimentation rate was recorded to get
much improved due to the decreased density mismatch between
PS/Fe3O4 composite particles (1.90 g/cm3) and medium oil (0.96 g/
cm3).
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